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Abstract

Bochev V.I.
Fermi Interaction: Conservation of Vector Current and Hodlfled Perturbation Theory.

Serpukhov, 1983.
p. 17. ( Ш Р 83-27).
Refe. 33.
The Fermi interaction 1Фгш& la Investigated with the method of auxilary f ie ld. The

analogues of the ward-Takahashi electrodynaalcal Identities and the gauge transformations
of Green's functions, that are the consequence of the conservation of vector current, have
been obtained. The gauge function for the spinor propagator ie the exponential superpropa-
gator. The argument* are given In favour of the existence of a modified perturbation theory,
which Is f inite in every order and non-analytical over i t s coupling constant, for the four-
fermlon interaction. The non-analytical part Is defined unamblgaously, and the analytical
part contains a set of f in i te dimenslonless constants to define which we need non-perturba-
tive Information. The simplest model (the chain approximation) for the non-stable vector
bound state Is considered.

Авяотвпвя

Рочев В.Е.
Сохранение векторного тока • модифицированная теория вовмушепй япя вэаимопействиа Ферма.

Серпухов, 1983.
17 стр. с рже. (ИФВЭ ОТО 83-27).
Бнблиогр. 33. _ 2

Взаимодейстеве Ферм» (Ф УПФ) исследуется методом вспомогательжого попа. Получены аналога
электродинамических тождеств Уордв—Такахаши н калибровочных преобразований фдгннцав Грива, аяляо-
шнеся следствием сохранения векторного тока. Калибровочной функцией для спвиориого пропагатора
является экспоненциальный суперпропагатор. Приводятся аргументы в пользу существования дня четырех-
фермнояного вэанмоаенствня моднфнпированно* теории воэмуаевнй, конечной в кансаоы парадке • нв-
аналитаческой по константе связи. Прн атом неаналитнческая часть определяется оалиеначао. а анала-
тяческая часть содержит набор конечных беараамервых констант, определение которых Tpefljfei нявертур-
бативнои нвформацин. Рассмотрена простейшая модель (пенное приближение) для нестабильного век-
торного связанного состояния.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of four-fermion interaction has long attracted atten-
tion of theoreticians. On the one hand, it is the phenomenological
basis of the weak interaction theory. On the other hand, the four-
fermion interaction, being the simplest version of a non-linear
self-interaction of the spinor field, was used as starting point
for the attempts to construct a unified field theory for elementary
particles' ' and dynamical models with broken symmetries'2'. The
interest in the four-fermion interaction is still alive, because it
is, in fact, the only alternative to the theories based on the prin-
ciple of the local gauge invariance.

The analysis made in papers' **' showed that the properly modi-
fied four-fermion interaction describes weak interactions at low
energies as successfully, as the electroweak gauge theory. In the
recent years different variants of the four-fermion interaction were
applied to construct unified models/6"~9/, for dynamical description
of vector dominance^1®/, composite particles^33"12/, etc. (The list
given is incomplete).

This paper deals with the study of some theoretical-field aspects
of the four-fermion interaction in its simplest form, namely the
Fermi vector-vector interaction. In Chapter II we show that the con-
servation of vector current entails the properties of Green's func-
tions of the Fermi interaction and that these properties are mainly
analogous to those of Green's functions in spinor electrodynamics.
The auxilary field formalism in the functional formulation'1*~16'
allows us to obtain the Ward identities, coinciding in their form
with the electrodynamical ones,as well as the analogue of the gauge
transformations of Green's functions. But, in contrast to electro-
dynamics, the function of the gauge transformation of the fermion
propagator under the simplest choice of the gauge class (analogical
to usual covariant gauges in QED) is not a simple power function,
but an exponential superpropagator, which is a more complex struc-
ture. This structure has intensively been studied in connection
with the construction of the perturbation theory for essentially



non-linear quantim theories (see'17»38* and the refs. therein).Non-
polynomial behaviour, typical for the superpropagator is, certainly,
connected with the non-renormalizability.

The non-renormalizability of the four-fermion interaction, i.e.
the impossibility to construct perturbation theory based on infi-
nite renormalizations, has always been the major argument against
using it as the fundamental interaction.

Recently a number of works appeared/14»15»39,20/ asserting in
one way or another the renormalizability of the four-fermion inter-
action, under condition that the kinetic term arising due to radia-
tion corrections be taken into account. This means some formal re-
summations of perturbative series. In a most radical form this as-
sertion was made in/14/, where even the equivalence between the
four-fermion interaction and corresponding boson-fermion models
was stated. In' ' it was shown, however, that such formal manipu-
lations contradict the general renormalization theory. Critical ana-
lysis of the statements on the "renormalizability" of non-renormali-
zable interactions is far beyond the framework of this paper. In ad-
dition to the arguments ln^21{we want to stress that the example of
exactly soluble models in two-dimensional space-time sharply contra-
dicts the equivalence between the four-fermion interaction and cor-
responding boson-fermion models (for example,the Thirring model and
the Schwinger model,being "equivalent" in this sense,have different
spectra of observables). The problem of constructing a reasonable
perturbation theory for the four-fermion interaction is considered
in the present paper from quite a different standpoint. In Chap-
ter III, using the example of the exactly soluble model (for such
a model we take the function of a gauge transformation, i.e. the
exponential superpropagator) we show that for the non-renormalizable
interaction it is possible to construct a perturbation theory,which
would be finite in every order over the coupling constant and be
non-analytical over this coupling constant (containing 61 g^). The
coefficients at the non-analytical part are defined unambiguously,
but the analytical part (without the coupling constant logarithms)
contains a dimensionless constant that, in essence, cannot be defi-
ned in the framework of perturbation theory. This constant is not,
however, arbitrary since it is fixed by the exact solution.

The physical reason for the incompleteness of perturbation theory
is the presence of the dimensional coupling constant. In contrast
with renormalizable theories with a dimensionless coupling constant,
where the region of applicability of perturbation theory over mo-
mentum variables is a priori unlimited, in non-renormalizable theo-
ries there exist natural regions of momentum variables, beyond which
perturbation theory is obviously inapplicable. Since the expansion
is always carried out with respect to dimensionless quantity k^g^,
where k* is some characteristic momentum, then the region k*£ g~2,



cannot be described by the perturbation theory. In Chapter IV we use
these ideas to construct a modified perturbation theory for four-
fermion interaction .In contrast with the exactly soluble model,men-
tioned above,in this realistic situation the perturbation theory
also contains higher powrs of coupling constant logarithms. The
coefficients at these logarithmic terms are determined unambiguously.
The essentially non-eliminable incompleteness of perturbation theory
for the non-renormalizable interaction, the reasons for which were
discussed above, manifests itself in the existence of a set of fi-
nite constants (whose values are fixed by the exact solution) in
every order of perturbation theory. Note, that the idea of the
necessity to modify perturbation theory for the non-renormalizable
interaction with coupling constant logarithms was suggested about
twenty years ago in'

2 2
' in connection with the early theory of the

intermediate boson. Later on this idea was developed in' / with
respect to some Edwards type equation. In'

2 4
/ using the considera-

tions based on cutting and summing some classes of diagrams, the
existence of the logarithmic coupling constant was shown for
four-fermion interaction. Note, that the existence of non-analytical
(logarithmic) terras in perturbation theory was also established in
chiral theories'

25
' as well as in the three-dimensional electrody-

namics /26,27/
f
 «here the corresponding analytical terms arise as

the result of infrared divergencies. Besides, in QEDo leading coup-
ling constant logarithms have also been summed up/

2 8
'.

In Chapter V, using the example of the simplest non-perturbative
model, (the chain summation) we consider a possibility of the exis-
tence in the theory of an unstable bound state,that may be interpre-
ted in the case of the weak interaction as the intermediate vector
boson; we also discuss the possibility of further development of
the scheme and its application to more realistic models.

2. CONSERVATION OF VECTOR CURRENT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

FOR THE FERMI INTERACTION

We shall consider the theory of the self-interacting spinor field
the Lagrangian

where J
n
 = 9фу

п
ф is a vector current. Quantum theory, correspon-

ding to Lagrangian (1) is described by the generating functional of
Green's functions
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n-fold differentiation ДМ) with respect to M gives 2n-point Green's

functions with n fermion and n antiferaion legs. In (2) and in what

follows the normalization constant will be omitted. With the integra-

tion over the auxilary field, A
n
,the generating functional (2) will

have the form:

5 lA^+J
| |
A

<
4 (4)

(In (4) we use a symbolic operator notation).

It is well known that the vector current J
n
 is conserved in clas-

sical theory (this is an immediate consequence of equations of mo-

tion) . Since conservation of vector current (CVC) is connected with

the conservation of the fermion number, then it is quite natural to

impose the condition of CVC upon quantum theory as well. This condi-

tion is equivalent to the conservation of the global symmetry U(l) in

quantum theory. The condition of the CVC means that one can add an

arbitrary function of divergence of vector current to the action,

corresponding to Lagrangian (1). This «rill not change the physical

content of the theory. The choice of such a function is, in essence,

the fixation of the gauge condition, hence,we can choose it in the

simplest way.The addition of the term, which is linear in divergence,

to the action, leads to the trivial redefinition of spinor fields.

Then the simplest choice is the function, quadratic in divergence:
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In terms of generating functional (4), the addition of function

(5) means an effective change of the propagator of the auxilary

field A:

0 ( i d M ) ^ XA a (D- J )A m JA I 1 J (6)

The simplest Lorentz-invariant choice of the function Л(x,x
2
) is

Л=(а-1)д~
2
. (8)

where a is a dimensionless constant. Then the auxilary field propa-
gator in the momentum space will be:

(5
a
)

nm
(k) = P

B m +
 «k

n
k

m
/k

2
. (9)

Here
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In accordance with what was said the physical content of the theory
does not depend on the specific value of a. The set of gauges (9) is
apparently analogous to the well-known class of covariant a-gauges
in QED.

We can put the generating functional Za in the form

Za(M) - /dAG(A, M)*xp ̂
where

G(A, M) £
is a generating functional of Green's functions in the external
A-field (a fernion determinant). The translational invariance of the
functional measure 6[ф,ф] entails two mutually conjugated Dirac-

Schwinger equations for G(A,M). In the operator notation they have

the form

( 1 2 )

where

S(xy|A,M) = - l — . - £ £ ^ M )

G(A,M) aM(y,x)
i s a fermion Green's function in the external field. After substract-
ing in (12) the second equation from the first one, tracing the spi-
nor indexes and equating the arguments we get the following formal
identity:

itrdSfxxlA^./dx^llKn^x^ArW - S(xxt| A,M)M(XjX)]. (13)
Identity (13) is , in fact, a model-independent equation for a large
class of theories with the local over fermions interaction/2**/, and
it reflects the CVC in the external field. We see that at M = 0
gives:

where

In order to obtain an analogue of the usual electrodynamical Ward-Ta
kahashi identities, we shall introduce the source j of the field A
and consider the auxilary functional

lA n (D; 1 ) a m A + i a A n }. (15)

The translational invariance of the measure dA gives us the
Schwinger equation
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7

B
S<«lM>.

Here

Sjjx)

(37)

Substituting tr y
fl
 S(xx | | ,M) from (16) into (33), integrated over

the field A, we obtain the equation

Differentiation ot (18) over j (y) and switching off of the sour-

ces give the equation

Here

si
m
(y)

Equation (19) reflects the fact that the interaction does not change

the longitudinal part of the propagator D
M
 ot the field A

a
.

Differentiation of Eq. (38) over the bifernion source H gives the

Ward-Takahashi identity for the three-point function:

3,Гбз (nflx)- iagS(xy)[S(z-x)-S(z-y)] (21)

Here the three-point function G
3
 is

Sj
n
(z)|j=n=o sM(yx)|

i=
M=o

Taking the vertex

r = -S"
1
G

3
S"

1
D-

1
 (23)

we can write identity (23) for the monentua space in the familiar

form:

(4 - P)
n
 r°(q, p ) - glf

1
 (p) - S""

1
 (4)1 (21a))

n

Here the Fourier-image of the vertex is determined as

Г (xy|z), '
 2 d

/dpdqe Г (q.p) (24)

(d is a space-time dimension).
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Eqs. (19) and (21a) are completely analogical to the correspon-
ding electrodynamical identities. The Dyson equations for the mass

fermion operator S s S ' + p - m and the polarization operator D n m =
= P£°(D~Vm o f t h e field A also have a similar form:

S(p)DaiD<q-p>r
m(q,p), (25)

/dptry
oS(p)rm(p-k/p)S(p-K)# (26)

(2*)d
The distinction from QED is expressed in a different law of the
gauge transformation of the fermion propagator

Sa(xy)s1 SZ I
Z stk(yx) I

a(xy) s1
Z stk(yx) IM-O

То calculate the gauge function of transformation of S
a
(xy) in

transition from one a-gauge to another, we can apply the same
method as in QED, i.e. split the field A into longitudinal and
transversal parts and integrate over the longitudial component

A

with account for the fact that the fermion determinant det|id-nVffAl
is independent of the longitudinal part (this is a consequence of'
the CVC). As a result we get:

S a a
(x\ — «~*

a
 ' ^o(^<

a
/«\ голл

where A
o
= d~ is a massless scalar field propagator. With d =4:

Д (x) = — 1 — (x
 2
- Ю)"

1
. (29)

* 4*
2
i

The function exp{-
 a
 (x

2
 - iO)~

3
\is an exponential superpropa-

gator, i.e. a well-known structure in the theory of essentially

non-linear interactions. Since the superpropagator is not an usual

tempered distribution (which is quite common with non-renormali-

zable interactions), then the construction of its Fourier-image
is a non-trivial problem considered in a lot of literature. We

/1Я/

refer the reader to monograph' ' and the papers quoted there and
note that with a'< 0 the superpropagator in the Euclidean region
is well defined and the construction of its Fourier-image entails
no difficulties. With a'> 0 we can use either the method of analy-
tical continuation over the coupling constant'

31
/, or the principle

of minimal singularities/
32
/. Both these methods give ad hoc the

same answer. Note that with d = 2 the formula (28) describes the
familiar gauge transformations in the Thirring model/

33
/.
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3. PERTURBATION THEORY: EXACTLY SOLUBLE MODEL

In order to reveal the features of the perturbation theory for
a non-renormalizable interaction, we shall consider an exactly so-
luble model, whose framework allows to compare a theoretical-per-
turbative construction with an exact solution. For such a model we
shall take a gauge transformation function of the fermion propaga-
tor, i.e. the exponential superpropagator exp {-i

a
Q

 2
Д

о
(х) | . We

restrict ourselves to the case of a< 0. Here the superpropagator in
the Euclidean region becomes a well-defined distribution. Let us
consider the function

-1. (30)

This function is essentially the sum of loops indicated in Fig. 1.

+ О +
Fig. 1.

We can easily see that F satisfies the following differential equa-
tion:

х
я
д
а
 F(x) = 2ag

 2
A

o
(x) + 2ag 2A

o
(x)F(x). (31)

In the momentum space after transition to the Euclidean metric
and angular integration, eq. (31) will take the form:

z
2
f(z)=z-ai / dz'/dz"z"f(z")+ /dz'z'/"dz"f(z") }. (32)

о о ox*

Here we introduce the dimensionless variable

"A".
1 (33>

and a new function f(z):

{)o9
4
 {An)

An usual iterative procedure,applied to eq. (32) even on the first
step gives a divergent quantity

f(O)(z) = -L, f(1>(z) = i-£nz-ftiA (Л-со). (35)

But, despite the fact that every term of the sum, indicated in
fig. 1, diverges (beginning with the second term), the whole sum
does exist and it is a solution ot eq. (32) that is reduced to the
differential equation

[z2f(z)]"'«
a
f(i) (36)
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with the boundary conditions

zf(z)| «1; [f(z)--L]|
 n

«0(fnz) (37)

|s.O Z *-»

[l
2
f(l)]"|

e
 ^=0. (38)

The function

is a solution of equation (36) with the boundary conditions

(37). (38). Here G?^ is a generalized hypergeometric function (the

Meijer G-function), «ote, that the boundary conditions split into

two classes:in zero and infinity. The boundary conditions in zero

can be introduced into perturbation theory, but the boundary con-

dition (38) is non-perturbative and cannot be satisfied by using

the finite number of perturbative series tens, we can construct a

divergence-free perturbation theory using differential eq. (36)

and the boundary conditions (37). With z -• О we obtain the following

iteration scheme for eq. (36):

[:^Ml
w
-ilMH. (40)

Two of the three integration constants of eq. (40) are fixed by

the boundary conditions in zero, but the third one cannot be de-

termined within the framework of the perturbation theory. This

fact follows from incompleteness of the perturbation theory for

the theory with a dimensional coupling constant, discussed in the

Introduction. The iterative solution of eq. (36) is:

f(z) = f
(o)
(z)

 +
 f

 ( в
<*)

 +
*<*(*)

 +
 ~

l
 +
 ̂ - . (41)

The constant is defined from the exact solution (39) and it is:

C-j[y+ J +M-a)] , (42)
where у is the Euler constant. We stress again, that, though the

constant С cannot be defined at all in the framework of the pertur-

bation theory, it has a finite value that can be determined from

the exact solution, constructed with regard for the boundary condi-

tion in infinity. This exactly soluble model gives us a possibility

to construct a finite perturbation theory if we are dealing not

srith integral eq. (32), whose iterations lead to divergences (inreg-

ration inevitably brings us beyond the limits of the perturbation



theory applicability), but with its differential version (36), by
iterating which we obtain expansion in the region of small z»v g p^.
This expansion is non-analytical over z; the coefficients at the
non-analytical part (containing In z) are defined unambiguously in
each order of the perturbation theory, and the analytical part con-
tains a finite constant which cannot be defined without the exact
solution, i.e. the non-perturbative information.

4. PERTURBATION THEORY FOR FOUR-FERHION INTERACTION

We use the aforementioned ideas to construct the perturbation
theory for Green's functions of four-fermion interaction (1). For
simplicity, let us consider the case of the massless theory m = 0.
Since the ultraviolet region is the main problem, the limitation
is not essential and the generalization of all the calculations
for the case of the non-zero mass presents no difficulty. The ite-
rative solution of Dysoneqs. (25)-(26) and the corresponding
equations for higher Green's functions leads to divergencies in
the large momentum region. In QED, where the Dyson equations
(except the inhomogeneous term of eq. (26)) cave the same form,
these divergencies are eliminated by infinite renormalizaticns.In
the four-fermion interaction theory with the dimensional coupling
constant, where the region of applicability of perturbation theory
is a priori limited by the condition к « g~^, we must follow
another way. For the basic principles of constructing perturbation
theory of the non-renormalizable interaction we take the following
conditions:

a) there exists a well-defined exact solution;
b) only finite values should be calculated.
The other values of interest will be restored with account for

the condition (a) and physical conditions, imposed on the theory.
Guided by these principles, we calculate the second-order correc-
tion to the polarization operator (26).

Putting r
m
=fly

m
 , we come to the necessity of defining a value,

formally defined by the integral

Fife), -li/ dp
y
»S

o
(p)

y

m
S

o
(p-k> , (43)

(2 )
where S

o
(p) = -p/(p

2
 +iO) . The definition (43) is quite formal due

to the divergence of integral (43) in the large momentum region.
In order to make the value F

n m
(k) sensible, we shall present it in

the form:

)• (44)

(It can always be done, if we take into consideration the conser-
vation of vector current). Here the dimensionless vector £=

n

12



is introduced. The function Ф ( £ 2 ) is, certainly, a formal diver-
gent value, as well as Fim is. But its derivative is finite and
can easily be calculated:

J- ф(£2)._-L -il JL . (45)
Hence Ф( f ) should be defined as a finite primitive function:

5 J r t « i ( f
a
- e ) + C], (46)

(The sign under the logarithm is fixed by the spectrality condi-

tion) . The constant С cannot be, as such, calculated in the frame-

work of perturbation theory. To define it, we must know the exact

solution (which is hardly real in this case) or carry out some non-

perturbative modeling, or (is case of a realistic model) have expe-

rimental informationс

The polarization operator for the second-order perturbation

theory will be:

nS-ifrF^-p^Arf-^-a+ci. (47)

At small values £ «д2
* /12«r

2
 for the transverse part d of the pro-

pagator D we obtain the following expansion

From formula (48) we readily obtain

C=l- fim [d'CfVtnC-f
2
-»)]. (49)

One can use the spectral representation for d

(Generally speaking, its existence does not necessarily arise from

the assumption on the existence of the exact solution, but it does

not contradict it either).

Then (49) can be rewritten in the following form:

C = l- f±-[l*(y)-yeQ-Y)}. (si)
о y2 * i-

Formula (51) с1еагДО demonstrates that to define С one needs a non-

perturbative information, i.e. the knowledge of the spectral func-

tion in the whole region of the k
2
g

2
-variable changes, we can also

connect the C-value with the current-current amplitude, using the

fact, that

. (52)

13



(The latter equation arises frost the equation of motion for

the field A).

The vertex in the third order of perturbation theory in the

gauge a = 1 is also expressed in terms of the function
 1
*

.3
Г
<3)
П

(2*)
4

2 " .
 (

2 .f
2
l<»<-f

2
-i<»

 +
 C). <53)

The transversality of the vertex in the third order follows imme-

diately from the Ward-Takahashi identity and from the fact that in

the second-order perturbation theory the fermion mass operator va-

nishes in the gauge a= 1.

By the aforementioned reason, we obtain the only diag-

ram that makes contribution to the polarization operator in the

fourth order of perturbation theory (see Fig. 2.)

Fig. 2.

Taking into consideration formula (53), we obtain that

(2»r)
where

у * ^»»-f -iO)+C] - (55)

As is seen, from formula (55), in contrast to the exactly soluble

model of Ch. Ill, in the higher orders of perturbation theory there

appear coupling constant logarithms of higher orders. In 2n-th order

of perturbation theory there the term £nn(- f2-i0) should be expec-
ted. The coefficients of the leading logarithms are defined unambigu-
ously in the framework of perturbation theory. These leading loga-
rithms can be, apparently, summed as in paper/28/ for the massless
QED3 (there these logarithms are of infrared origin). It is an in-
teresting fact that the constant С is the same both in the second
(formula (47)) and in the fourth orders (formula (55)).

Indeed, it is possible that in higher orders of perturbation

theory some new constants for Green's functions may appear. Their

definition will demand additional non-perturbative information.

Thus, e.g. in the fourth order of perturbation theory for the

fermion mass operator some constant (quite different from C) will

14



appear. It is important that all these constants are dinensionless
and finite. Maybe, their values can be related, if we use proper-
ties of the symmetry or apply some dynamical equations of the sum
rules type. No doubt, this problem needs further investigation.
Note, however, that perturbation theory can practically be applied
even if there exists an infinite set of finite constants, because
the full series of perturbation theory containing an infinite num-
ber of terms, will necessarily carry us beyond its framework.

5. CONCLUSION

As it has repeatedly stressed already the above-developed sche-
me of correction computation can be applied only in the region
k2g2 « 1 (or, more exactly, in the region |k2g2£n k 2g 2|«l). Bat
• to describe bound states we will have to go beyond the framework
of perturbation theory and apply some other methods. Nevertheless,
let us consider, as an illustration, a simple model of the auxilary
field propagator based on chain summation (Fig. 3).

Pig. 3.

The calculation based on formula (47) is a simple summation of geo-
metrical progression and it gives the following result: (C'= -C)

L . (56)
£2-i0)-C]

Bound states in this model are described by the equation

~ V 2 2 2 - C ' ] = O. (57)
A simple investigation shows that real positive solutions of eq.
(57) exist under the condition

C>1. (58)
Under fulfilment of condition (58) there exist two solutions of
eq. (57) ptand ft 2, and

where

*v

15



Each of these solutions may be identified with some non-stable fer-
mion-antifermion bound state of the spin I. At large С approximate
solutions of eq. (57) are:

^ ^ / *
2
« ^

C
'

/ 2
. <

6 0 )

The width of the "small solution", that more sensibly be interpre-

ted as a real bound state(here conditionally called the W-boson) is

in this case

Г - nfi / C 'i Trfi
 t
(fi

 г
//*

0
)
 2
* (61)

о

If we identify g with the Fermi constant of the weak interaction

(g
2
 /v 10~5 m~

2
 , where m is a proton mass) we shall obtain ц

о
~

-v 4000 m
p
. This value is the upper limitation of the W-boson mass

in this simple model. In accordance with (61), the width Г*0,1 m .

corresponds to the value of the mass ц ~ 100 m
p
. By tbe

 p

example of this simple model it is clear that the value of the

constant С may be related with the mass of the intermediate W-boson

and its width.

In conclusion we shall stress that the expansion of the descri-

bed scheme for the realistic case, including different sorts of

fundamental fermions and axial currents presents no difficulties

and may be considered to be basis of the weak interaction theory,

as well as the foundation of unified models based on the local four-

fermion interaction and deliberately free from difficulties, con-

nected with the Higgs particles and axial anomalies.

The author is grateful to B.A.Arbuzov for numerous remarks and

his constant attention to the work as well as to A.V.Kulikov and

A.I.Oksak for useful discussions.
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